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License to Publish
1. In consideration of publication of the WORK (including but not limited to figures, tables, artwork, abstracts, cover
images, or summaries submitted with the WORK) in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
(PNAS), the author(s) hereby grants to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) for the full term of copyright and any
extensions thereto the sole and exclusive, irrevocable license to publish, reproduce, distribute, transmit, display, store,
translate, create derivative works from and otherwise use the WORK in any language or in any form, manner, format,
or medium now known or hereafter developed without limitation throughout the world, and to license others to do
any or all of the above. In the event that PNAS decides not to publish the WORK, this license shall be terminated.
2. In consideration of publication of the WORK in PNAS, the author(s) also grants to the NAS for the full term of
copyright and any extensions thereto all of the same rights provided for in clause 1 above, for the supporting
information as defined in the PNAS Information for Authors, but on a nonexclusive basis.
3. Ownership of copyright in the WORK remains with the author(s). Provided that the author(s) credits first publication
of the WORK in PNAS when reproducing the WORK or extracts from it, the author(s) retains the following nonexclusive
rights:
a. The author(s) reserves the right after publication of the WORK by PNAS, to use all or part of the WORK in
compilations or other publications of the author’s own works, to use figures and tables created by them and
contained in the WORK, and to make copies of all or part of the WORK for the author’s use for lectures, classroom
instruction, or similar uses.
b. The author(s) reserves the right, after publication in PNAS, to post the WORK (including the PNAS-formatted PDF) on
the author’s personal web page provided that a link to the article in PNAS Online is included.
c. The author(s) reserves the right to post the WORK on preprint servers such as arXiv provided that the author retains
distribution rights to the WORK, that PNAS-formatted files (HTML and PDF) are not used, and that a link to the WORK
in PNAS Online is included.
d. The author(s) reserves the right on acceptance for publication of the WORK in PNAS to deposit his or her final
manuscript in the author(s)’s funding body’s archive or designated noncommercial repository, provided that a link to
the WORK in PNAS Online is included; and the right to request public access 6 months after print publication. (NOTE:
PNAS automatically deposits the PNAS-formatted version of all papers in PubMed Central.)
4. After publication of the WORK by PNAS, third parties are automatically granted permission to use figures and tables
created by the author(s) and contained in the WORK for noncommercial use (e.g., not for sale or for commercial
advantage).
5. The author(s) warrants that the WORK is original research by the authors, that all the facts it contains are true and
accurate, that it does not infringe upon any copyright, proprietary, or personal right of any third party, and that
permissions have been obtained and are attached for any portions of the WORK owned or controlled by a third party.
The corresponding author of the WORK must sign this form. The signing author(s) represents and warrants that he or
she signs this license as authorized agent(s) for and on behalf of all the authors and that this license is made on behalf
of all the authors. The author(s) shall indemnify the NAS and/or its successors and assigns for any and all claims, costs,
and expenses, including attorney’s fees, arising out of any breach of this warranty or other representations contained
herein.
6. The author(s) authorizes NAS to take such steps as it considers necessary at its own expense in the author(s)’s name and
on their behalf if it believes that a third party is infringing or is likely to infringe the copyright in the WORK.
7. If the WORK has been prepared by an employee within the scope of his or her employment, the license recognizes the
employer’s reserved right to make copies of the WORK for its own internal use.
If WORK is a Work Made for Hire and the employer of the author(s) owns the copyright, this license to publish must be
signed by an author and an authorizedrepresentative of the employer.
If all authors are US Government employees: The corresponding author certifies that the WORK was written as part of
the official duties of the authors as employees of the US Government. On behalf of all authors, the corresponding author
authorizes publication of the WORK in PNASunder terms equivalent to those provided for in the license and agrees to all
of the w
 arranties specified in the license.
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